Dragon Lanterns

Give your room the warm enchanted glow of delicate paper dragon lanterns.

Tabletop Lanterns »

Have an adult help you.

Step 1: Print out (2) of the attached template pages of your choice.

Step 2: Glue the pages together along the edges folding them inward to make sure the white edges are hidden.

Step 3: Have an adult help you trim along the top and bottom of the template to remove the outer edges.

Step 4: Place your LED candle light on a tabletop and place your dragon lantern on top.

For this project you will need:

- White Paper
- LED candle light
- Glue stick or tape

For a hanging lantern you will also need:

- Scissors
- Strong String
- Plastic bottle or jar
- Ceiling hook

Hanging Lanterns »

Have an adult help you.

Step 1: Carefully remove the top of your bottle with a safety blade or sturdy scissors.

Step 2: Punch 4 holes across from one another 1cm below the top edge of your bottle.

Step 3: Thread about 1.5 meter (5 feet) of thin sturdy string or fishing line through each hole in your bottle and tie the ends together.

Step 4: Slide your paper lantern over the bottle and secure the lantern to the bottle from the inside using clear tape.

Step 5: Install a small ceiling screw in the place you wish to put up your lantern. Turn on your LED candle light, place it in your lantern and hang.